
Great views of the Forth Valley 
and beyond.

Distance : 2.75 Miles

Starting Point : Saline Car Park
Difficulty : Moderate
No Steep climbs
Path is slippPath is slippy, narrow and uneven.
Risk of slipping in places and 
twisting ankles.

Saline Glen & The Temple

Introduction: Starting from the Saline Car Park, which is easily reached by walking, car or by bus, this route 
combines the tranquility of Saline Glen with the drama of the spectacular panoramic views from the Temple.
The temple itself, is a listed stone look out tower built in 1842, replacing a wooden version from 1813. 
As with many walks, the atmosphere and views change with the seasons and time of day. A late sunny 
autumn evening walk increases the drama as it basks in the golden light of the setting sun, whilst a bright
sunny spring or summer walk displays the wonderful natural colours of the gorse and other blooming flowers.

From Saline car park, head towards the Church. Its worth taking time to look at Saline and Blaringone Church
built in 1811. Once you have finished admiring the church and possibly village school, cross the main road
Where you can see the distinctive and beautiful mosiac created to mark the entrance to Saline Glen. Close to
the entrance take time to read the information board. The path along the glen can be slippery in inclement 
weather, so if you don’t feel confident it’s ok to miss the glen and continue along the main street towards 
Steelend. If you take this option, there is another Saline Glen information board near the main road Steelend 
and the route can be continued from there.and the route can be continued from there.

 
Following the path into Saline Glen, the path is narrow in places and can be soft underfoot. Bathed in the soft
light filtering through leaves, it is an welcome escape into another world and before long there are magnificent
views of the beautiful garden of Kirklands house on the opposite bank of Saline burn. 



Saline Glen and The Temple 

The path meanders through the Glen, shortly after crossing a small wooden bridge the path winds upwards via
a series of steps, which even in good weather can be wet and slippery. At the top of the climb the path splits.
Our path takes the right hand fork towards the sign marked “Road”. However, for the more adventurous, the 
path does continue straight forward and eventually emerges at Steelend near the park and you can rejoin the 
route near the Glen information board should you wish a challenge.
  

On emerging from the Glen, follow the path along the edge of the woodland, eventually the path cuts across 
the field towards the main road. At the main road, turn left towards Steelend. At Ravenscraig Terrace, you can 
turn left and enjoy the ambience of the crescent adjacent to Saline Glen or continue straight forward. Both 
paths will take you to the edge of Steelend Park near the Saline Glen Information board.

Follow the main road past Steelend playpark and the Steelend Miners Club, then look to the right. Just prior to 
the bus stop is a farm track signposted “Cowstrandburn and Kinneddar”. Cross the main road and follow the 
track. The track has a gentle gradient and winds uphill towards a gate and crossroads.

Carry straight on through the gates along the path. Its worth taking time to look at the veiw as you get your first 
glimpse of the Forth Valley. About 50 yards further on just past the brow of the hill there are steps and a 
concealed path that winds towards the Temple.  Although it is marked with a sign, it is easily missed and 
you may find yourself descending down the hill towards Bandrum Nursing home!

The path is narrow and very uneven underfoot, so be warned that its can be punishing on the ankles! 
As you follow the path, you’ll have to negotate a couple of kissing gates before you reach the Temple itself.
From here you can see the three bridges crossing between North and South Queensferry. 



Saline Glen and the Temple

After exploring the Temple, continue following the path as it meanders through a small copse of trees finally 
emerging at a small clearing with a conveniently placed bench. Its worth taking a few moments to take in the 
spectacular views of the Forth Valley. 

The path starts to descend and you’ll have to negotiate further kissing gates, as you walk alongside Saline 
Golf course. (Please respect any Golfers need for quiet as they take thier shots!). In the distance Dumyat and 
the Ochils come into view. You will need to pass through a further gate near a shed before reaching the B913.

 

There is a final gate to negotiate before reaching the road. Turn right onto the road towards the Golf Club and
please be wary that this can be a busy road. Keeping to the right hand side of the road does give you a better
view of oncoming traffic.

After safely reaching Main Street, turn left and follow the road downhill past Upper KInneddar and continue
past the Church taking you back to the car park and the end of the walk.


